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Abstra t

In this paper, we report progress on the
use of ma hine learning to improve the proess of rooftop dete tion in aerial images.
We des ribe an existing system for building re ognition, Budds, and identify its
rooftop stage as a target for improvement.
We then review the naive Bayesian lassier, a simple but robust approa h to supervised indu tion, and the visual interfa e we
developed to ease the labeling of training
data. We present the results of experiments
on the rooftop dete tion task that reveal
improved re ognition levels over the handrafted Budds lassi er, then examine the
reliability and speed of the intera tive labeling pro ess itself. Finally, we onsider
related resear h and plans for future work.
1 Introdu tion

In the past 20 years, the omputer vision ommunity has made great strides in extending the fun tional overage of image understanding systems. Resear hers have developed integrated systems that
operate on a variety of hallenging tasks, in luding pra ti al problems like the analysis of large-s ale
s enes in aerial imagery. But this progress has often obs ured the underlying fragility of systems that
have been tuned arefully to operate well on a handful of images.
The advent of programs like RADIUS, whi h provide
a repository of ommon images for use in testing, has
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improved this situation. For spe i domains, we
now have image understanding systems that pro ess
many distin t images in a reasonably robust manner.
Yet these programs often rely on heuristi knowledge
that transfers poorly to new images, mu h less to
new domains, and there remains onsiderable room
for improving their behavior even on existing image
libraries.
One path to su h improvement invokes ma hine
learning to re ne or repla e the hand rafted knowledge that urrently guides an image understanding
system (Bowyer et al., 1994). One an apply su h
te hniques to any level of a omplex vision system,
provided data are available for training the learning
algorithm. Indeed, future vision resear hers might
use learning methods to in orporate heuristi knowledge and to tune parameters for one stage of visual
pro essing before addressing stages that build on it.
Conveniently, the ma hine learning ommunity has
also developed an extensive experimental method for
evaluating its algorithms (Kibler & Langley, 1988)
that should arry over readily when they are used
for omputer vision.
In the following pages, we report our progress toward this goal. We begin by reviewing our omputational framework, in luding a representation for
visual knowledge, the vision system that uses this
knowledge to pro ess images, and the learning algorithm that aims to improve this pro ess. We also disuss our approa h to olle ting training data, whi h
relies on an intera tive labeling system. Next we review some systemati experiments with visual learning, in luding tests of generalization to novel images.
After this, we report empiri al studies of the labeling pro ess, whi h involves intera tions between the
system and a human. We lose with a brief dis ussion of related work on visual learning and our plans
for future resear h.
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2 An Approa h to Visual Learning

To explore the potential of ma hine learning for omputer vision, we had to sele t some task that requires image understanding. We de ided to fo us on
the analysis of aerial photographs available from the
DARPA RADIUS program, and in parti ular on the
re ognition and des ription of buildings, as this was
a re ognized problem of pra ti al import on whi h
there already existed a body of work. Another fa tor was the existen e of Budds, a building re ognition system developed by Lin and Nevatia (1996) at
USC, whi h they o ered to make available. Their
software seemed ideal for our purposes be ause it
was robust enough on the task to provide a good
baseline, yet still seemed likely to bene t from improvement through ma hine learning.
In this se tion, we review Budds' representation and
me hanisms, fo using on the stage that generates
rooftop andidates, whi h we sele ted for our initial
work. After this, we review the naive Bayesian lassi er, the main learning algorithm we have used in
our studies, followed by our approa h to olle ting
data in support of the learning pro ess. In this ontext, we dis uss two hallenges raised by this domain
that are not normally addressed in ma hine learning:
the distin t osts asso iated with di erent types of
errors and the need for intera tive but eÆ ient labeling of instan es.

2.1 The Budds System
The Buildings Dete tion and Des ription System
(Budds) was developed by Lin and Nevatia (1996)
at the University of Southern California to address
the task of dete ting and des ribing buildings in
aerial photographs. Like many image understanding systems, Budds represents knowledge about a
s ene at di erent levels of des ription and operates
by aggregating lower-level des riptors into higherlevel ones, ultimately rea hing hara terizations of
buildings in the s ene.
Naturally, the software begins at the pixel level, des ribing images in terms of gray s ale intensities
within a re tangular grid, along with information
about amera and sun angles. Budds invokes an
edge dete tor to group pixels into onne ted segments, whi h it des ribes in terms of their starting
and end points. The system then uses a line nder
to group these segments into extended lines, ea h of
whi h it represents using end positions, slope, and
omponent segments.
At the next level, Budds onstru ts L jun tions
at the ends of ea h line and T jun tions that o ur along them. These stru tures it hara terizes in

terms of the jun tion verti es and the angle of their
bise tors, along with their omponent lines. The
software also groups nearby lines with similar slopes
and lengths into parallel pairs, whi h it des ribes in
terms of the lines involved. The ensuing level ombines both jun tions and parallels into three-sided
stru tures or U onstru ts, whi h again are denoted
by their omponents.
After this, Budds ombines pairs of nearby U's into
parallelograms that onstitute andidates for the
rooftops of buildings in the image. The system des ribes these stru tures in terms of the omponent
U's and the positions of their four verti es. The following stage involves elimination of some roof andidates based on global riteria (e.g., when one overlaps another). Finally, Budds ombines the remaining rooftop andidates with eviden e for walls and
shadows to onstru t 3D wire-frame des riptions of
re tilinear buildings.
At most pro essing stages, Budds' move to the next
level involves two distin t operations. The system
rst generates andidates for the su essive level,
onstrained mainly by lo ality assumptions; for example, it onsiders only nearby U's when onstru ting rooftop andidates. After this omes a ltering
step that de ides whether to retain or reje t this andidate, typi ally using a hand rafted lassi er that
draws on omputed features of the andidate. We
believe that ma hine learning is best suited to improve de isions during this ltering step.
Dis ussions with R. Nevatia (personal ommuni ation, 1996) suggested that rooftop dete tion held
the most promise for improvement through ma hine
learning, so we should onsider this stage in more detail. Again, this pro ess ombines three-sided U's to
form parallelograms that onstitute andidate roofs
in the image. Budds lters these parallelograms by
al ulating nine ontinuous features and ombining
them into a weighted sum. For ea h andidate, if
the result is higher than a spe i ed threshold, the
system retains it; otherwise it reje ts the andidate.
Four of these features provide positive eviden e that
the andidate is a rooftop. For example, one su h
attribute spe i es the extent to whi h edges are
present in the omponent lines. Low ontrast may
obs ure parts of these lines, and buildings with more
omplex stru ture will have no edges where omponent re tangles meet. However, the more omplete
the edges that make up a parallelogram, the greater
the eviden e for a rooftop. Budds uses a similar ontinuous attribute that favors rooftop andidates with
more dete ted orners and ones with angles that are
loser to 90 degrees. A third ontinuous feature ree ts the extent to whi h opposite sides of the andidate are parallel, whi h an be a e ted indire tly by
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missing edges. A fourth attribute measures eviden e
from shadows; taking the dire tion of illumination
into a ount, it looks for expe ted orresponden es
between andidate orners and shadow orners, as
well as andidate edges and shadow edges.
The remaining ve features represent negative eviden e that the andidate is a tually a rooftop. For
instan e, one attribute measures the degree to whi h
lines ross the sides of the andidate des ription;
learly, the presen e of su h interse ting lines redu es the han es that the parallelogram is a building roof. Two additional attributes indi ate the extent to whi h sides of the andidate ontain L jun tions and T jun tions other than at its orners; the
o urren e of su h jun tions within a side make the
andidate an implausible rooftop. A fourth negative
feature measures the presen e of orresponding gaps
on opposite sides of the andidate, whi h are unlikely
in buildings. Finally, Budds omputes the displa ement between the edges that make up the andidate
rooftop and its inferred sides, giving higher s ores
for poorer mat hes.
Lin and Nevatia developed their lassi er manually, through trial and error on a variety of images
and their asso iated rooftop andidates. Our aim
was to use some form of ma hine learning to produ e a new lassi er that improved on the handrafted method's ability to eliminate poor rooftop
andidates but still retain a eptable ones. For this
we needed two items|an appropriate learning algorithm and a sour e of training data|to whi h we
now turn.

2.2 The Naive Bayesian Classi er
Sin e Budds treats the ltering of rooftop andidates as a lassi ation task, it seemed natural
to formulate our learning problem in terms of supervised indu tion. Preliminary experiments with
a number of indu tion methods (Maloof, Langley,
Sage, & Binford, 1997) suggested that we would obtain good results with the naive Bayesian lassi er ,
a simple te hnique for probabilisti indu tion that
has a long history in pattern re ognition (Duda &
Hart, 1973) but that has gained a eptan e in mahine learning more re ently (Clark & Niblett, 1989;
Kononenko, 1990; Langley, Iba, & Thompson, 1992).
The Bayesian lassi er represents its knowledge
about ea h lass in terms of a single probabilisti
summary. Ea h su h lass des ription has an assoiated lass probability or base rate, p(Ck ), whi h
spe i es the prior probability that one will observe
a member of lass Ck . Ea h des ription also has
an asso iated set of onditional probabilities, spe ifying a probability distribution for ea h attribute.

For a nominal attribute, one typi ally stores a disrete distribution, with ea h p(vj jCk ) term stating
the probability of value vj given an instan e of lass
Ck . For a numeri attribute, one must represent a
ontinuous probability distribution of that attribute
given the lass. This requires that one assume some
general form or model, the most ommon hoi e being the normal distribution, whi h one an represent
onveniently entirely in terms of its mean  and its
varian e  2 .
To lassify a new instan e I , a naive Bayesian lassi er applies Bayes' theorem to determine the probability of ea h des ription given the instan e,

p(Ci jI ) =

p(Ci )p(I jCi )
:
p(I )

However, sin e I is a onjun tion of j values, one
an expand this expression to

V
^
p(C )p( v jC )
p(C j v ) = P V
i

i

j

i

p( vj jCk )p(Ck )
k

j

V

;

where the denominator sums over all lasses and
where p( vj jCi ) is the probability of the instan e I
given the lass Ci . After al ulating these probabilities for ea h des ription, the algorithm assigns I to
the lass with the highest overall probability.
In order to make the above expression operational,
one must still spe ify how to ompute the term
p( vj jCi ). Naive Bayes assumes independen e of
attributes within ea h lass, whi h lets it use the
equality

V

p(

^ v jC ) = Y p(v jC )
j

j

i

j

i

;

where the values p(vj jCi ) represent the onditional
probabilities stored with the lass. This approa h
greatly simpli es the omputation of lass probabilities for a given observation.
The Bayesian framework also lets one spe ify prior
probabilities for both the lass and the onditional
terms. A ommon s heme makes use of `uninformed
priors', whi h assign equal probabilities to ea h lass
and to the values of ea h attribute. However, one
must also spe ify how mu h weight to give these priors relative to the training data. For example, one
an use a Diri hlet distribution to initialize probabilities and give these priors the same in uen e as
a single training instan e. Clark and Niblett (1989)
des ribe another approa h (whi h we also use) that
does not require expli it priors, but instead estimates P (Ci ) and p(vj jCi ) dire tly from their proportions in the training data. When no instan es
of an attribute value for a given lass have been observed, it repla es the zero probability with p(Ci )=N ,
where N is the number of training ases.
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Learning in the naive Bayesian lassi er is an almost trivial matter. The simplest implementation
in rements a ount ea h time it en ounters a new instan e, along with a separate ount for a lass ea h
time it observes an instan e of that lass. Together
with the prior probabilities, these ounts let the lassi er estimate p(Ci ) for ea h lass Ci . In addition,
for ea h instan e of a lass that has a given nominal
value, the algorithm updates a ount for that lassvalue pair. Together with the se ond ount, this
lets the lassi er estimate p(vj jCi ). For ea h numeri attribute, the method retains and revises two
quantities, the sum and the sum of squares, whi h
let it ompute the mean and varian e for a normal
urve that it uses to nd p(vj jCi ). In domains that
an have missing attributes, it must in lude a fourth
ount for ea h lass-attribute pair.
In ontrast to many indu tion methods, the naive
Bayesian lassi er does not arry out an extensive
sear h through a spa e of possible des riptions. The
basi algorithm makes no hoi es about how to partition the data, as with de ision-tree methods, or
whi h dire tion to move in a weight spa e, as with
neural networks, and the resulting probabilisti summary is ompletely determined by the training data
and the prior probabilities. Nor does the order of
the training instan es have any e e t on the output; the basi pro ess produ es the same des ription
whether it pro esses the data in rementally or all at
on e. These features make the learning algorithm
both simple to understand and quite eÆ ient.
But the naive Bayesian lassi er buys these advantages at the ost of two important assumptions.
First, it posits that ea h lass an be summarized by
a single probabilisti des ription, and that these are
suÆ ient to distinguish the lasses from one other.
This idea is losely related to the assumption of linear separability in early work on neural networks
and, like per eptrons, naive Bayes is typi ally limited to learning lasses that an be separated by a
single de ision boundary. Se ond, the approa h assumes that, within ea h lass, the probability distributions for attributes are independent of ea h other.
Clearly, this assumption is unrealisti for many realworld domains, and one an easily design nonindependent data sets on whi h naive Bayes does poorly.
These apparent drawba ks led most ma hine learning resear hers to ignore this promising method for
many years.
However, experimental studies a ross a broad range
of domains show that the naive Bayesian lassi er
often fares very well ompared to mu h more sophisti ated indu tion algorithms like de ision-tree indu tion (e.g., Langley et al., 1992). In some ases, this
re e ts a representational bias that is more appro-

priate to the domain, sin e some lass distin tions
are easier to represent using global eviden e ombination than with de ision trees. However, omparisons to methods that onstru t full Bayesian networks, whi h use the same probabilisti representation but whi h do not make the independen e assumption, show that naive Bayes often outperforms
them as well (Provan & Singh, 1996). The natural explanation is that, be ause naive Bayes must t
fewer parameters than more exible te hniques, it
has less han e of over tting limited training data.
Re ent analyses by Domingos and Pazzani (1997)
reveal other fa tors, in luding the fa t that naive
Bayes learns the optimal lassi er even in many domains that involve signi ant dependen ies.
The naive Bayesian lassi er has another advantage:
it an be easily modi ed to take into a ount the ost
of errors. One formulation for two- lass problems,
whi h we use below, spe i es the relative ost as
a parameter 1 < < 1 and uses this onstant
to ompute utilities from the posterior probabilities
produ ed by naive Bayes. If we let U (rjx) be the
utility of lassifying andidate x as a rooftop and let
U (njx) be the utility of lassifying x as a nonroof,
then
U (rjx) = P (rjx) +  P (njx)
and
U (njx) = P (njx)
 P (njx) ;
where is positive when mislabeled roofs are more
expensive than mislabeled nonroofs. In other words,
one al ulates the utility for ea h lass by adding a
fa tor to the posterior probability of the more expensive lass and by subtra ting the same amount
for the less ostly lass. This modi ed Bayesian lassi er then predi ts the lass with the highest utility.

2.3 Intera tive Labeling of Training Data
Ma hine learning annot o ur without some training data to drive the pro ess. We an use Budds
to generate andidate rooftops and their nine assoiated features; indeed, the system generates thousands of su h andidates per image. But we also
need labels that spe ify whether ea h andidate
should be retained (a positive instan e) or reje ted
(a negative instan e).
Sin e we ould identify the verti es of ea h a tual
rooftop in an image, we tried using their distan e
from andidate verti es to determine lass labels
automati ally. But inspe tion of the results indiated that this s heme assigned labels poorly, apparently be ause many bad andidates had verti es
near those of a tual rooftops. Also, we wanted the
lassi er to retain andidates that looked like good
rooftops, but were not part of buildings, for reje -
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Figure 1: Visualization interfa e for labeling rooftop andidates. The system presents andidates to a user
who labels them by li king either the `Roof' or `Non-Roof' button.
tion by later stages of Budds' pro essing, sin e our
USC olleagues believed that the nine features were
not enough to identify rooftops on their own.
These on erns suggested that some form of manual
labeling by a human was needed, but the number
of andidates generated for ea h image made this a
daunting task. In response, we implemented an intera tive labeling system in Java, shown in Figure 1,
that su essively displays ea h extra ted rooftop to
the user. The interfa e draws a andidate over the
portion of the image from whi h it was extra ted,
lets the user li k buttons for `Roof' or `Non-Roof'
to label it, and moves on to the next andidate.
We used this approa h to generate data from two
images of Fort Hood, Texas, whi h were olle ted
as part of the RADIUS program (Firs hein & Strat,
1997). These images, FHOV1027 and FHOV625,
over the same area but were taken from di erent
viewpoints, one from a nadir angle and the other
from an oblique angle. We subdivided ea h image
into three subimages, fo using on lo ations that ontained on entrations of buildings, to maximize the
number of positive rooftop andidates. This gave us
three pairs of images, ea h pair overing the same
area but viewed from di erent aspe ts, as summarized in Table 1. Even though the data set ontained
17,829 rooftop andidates, the interfa e required
only about ve hours to label them. This omes to

under one se ond per andidate, whi h seems reasonably eÆ ient. However, the task remains time
onsuming and also raises questions about the reliability of the labeling pro ess; we will return to both
of these issues in Se tion 4.
3 Studies of Cost-Sensitive Learning

In a previous paper (Maloof et al., 1997), we reported initial experimental studies of ma hine learning for rooftop lassi ation using three di erent
te hniques: de ision-tree indu tion, nearest neighbor, and the naive Bayesian lassi er. Here we report more extensive experiments that repli ate and
extend our earlier results, but that fo us on naive
Bayes, sin e it fared best in those studies.

3.1 Experimental Measures and Design
Our basi hypothesis was that a learned rooftop
lassi er ould outperform the hand rafted Budds
lassi er. However, before we ould test this laim
experimentally, we needed more than labeled examples of rooftop andidates; we also needed some
lear measure of performan e. The most obvious
approa h, usually taken in ma hine learning studies, was to use lassi ation a ura y, but analysis
of the domain revealed a problem with this metri .
Brie y, a simple a ura y measure assumes that all
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Table 1: Chara teristi s of the images and data sets. We began with a nadir and an oblique image of an area
of Fort Hood, Texas, and we divided ea h into three subimages that ontained on entrations of buildings.
We then used Budds to generate rooftop andidates and intera tively labeled ea h as either a positive or
negative example of the on ept \rooftop".
Image
Number

Original
Image

Lo ation

Aspe t

Positive
Examples

Negative
Examples

1
2
3
4
5
6

FHOV1027
FHOV625
FHOV1027
FHOV625
FHOV1027
FHOV625

1
1
2
2
3
3

Nadir
Oblique
Nadir
Oblique
Nadir
Oblique

197
238
71
74
87
114

982
1955
2645
3349
3722
4395

errors have the same ost, but we knew that this does
not hold for the task of building dete tion. Given a tual osts for ea h error type, we ould al ulate a
weighted measure using the a ura y on ea h lass,
but we knew only that labeling buildings as nonbuildings (whi h later Budds stages annot orre t)
was more expensive than the onverse.
In su h situations, a natural solution is to evaluate
a ost-sensitive method over a range of ost settings
and to report the results in a Re eiver Operating
Chara teristi (ROC) urve (Swets, 1988). The basi idea is to systemati ally vary some aspe t of the
method or domain (in this ase the ost ratio), then
plot the true positive rate against the false negative
rate for ea h situation. Although resear hers have
used su h ROC urves in psy hology for de ades,
this te hnique has only re ently ltered into ma hine
learning (Bradley, 1997; Provost & Faw ett, 1997).
To generate ROC urves in the studies reported below, we varied the ost parameter and measured
the resulting true positive and false positive rates
for naive Bayes on a given test set of rooftop andidates. However, rather than reporting a omplete
ROC urve for ea h experimental ondition, we often follow Swets' re ommendation and present the
area under this urve, whi h we approximated by
summing the areas of the trapezoids de ned by ea h
pair of adja ent points.
Following the standard experimental method in mahine learning, in ea h situation we trained the
indu tion algorithm on labeled data, in this ase
rooftop andidates, that were separate from those
used to test the learned lassi ers. Be ause the
Budds lassi er was hand on gured, it had no
training phase, so we applied it dire tly to the instan es in the test set, varying its threshold parameter to generate an ROC urve.

To guard against nonrepresentative samples, we report results that are averaged over ten di erent partitions into training and test data. Unless stated
otherwise, we used 60% of the andidates for training and 40% for testing purposes. The experiments
di ered in whether the training and test ases ame
from the same or distin t images, whi h let us examine di erent forms of generalization beyond the
training data.

3.2 Within-Image Learning
Our rst experimental study examined how naive
Bayes behaves on within-image learning, that is,
when generalizing to test ases taken from the same
image on whi h we trained it. Our resear h hypothesis was that the learned lassi er would be more a urate, over a range of mis lassi ation osts, than
the hand rafted lassi er. Be ause our measure of
performan e was area under the ROC urve, this
translates into a predi tion that the ROC urves of
the learned rooftop lassi ers would have larger areas than those for the Budds lassi er.
Table 2: Approximate areas under the ROC urves,
along with 95% on den e intervals, for naive Bayes
and Budds on the within-image experiment.

Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5
Image 6

Naive Bayes

Budds

0.8700.008
0.8120.017
0.9620.013
0.9080.025
0.8690.016
0.8350.025

0.7170.009
0.7730.004
0.8990.015
0.9010.007
0.8330.021
0.8490.010
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Figure 2: ROC urves for Images 1 (left) and 2 (right), whi h we obtained by training and testing on rooftop
andidates from the same image over a range of mis lassi ation osts and averaging over ten runs. These
images over the same lo ation but from di erent aspe ts, with Image 1 giving a nadir view and Image 2
being oblique.
Figure 2 presents the ROC urves for Images 1 and
2, in whi h naive Bayes learly fares better than the
hand rafted Budds lassi er, produ ing fewer false
positives (nonroofs mislabeled as roofs) for a given
level of true positives ( orre tly labeled roofs). For
all ex ept Image 6, the learned lassi er produ ed
urves with areas greater than those for Budds, thus
generally supporting our resear h hypothesis.

3.3 Generalization Over Aspe t
Although the results from the previous study were
en ouraging, we also wanted to understand better
how the knowledge learned from one image generalizes to other images. Our hypothesis here was a rened version of the previous one: lassi ers learned
from one set of images would be more a urate on
unseen images than hand rafted lassi ers. However, we also expe ted that between-image learning
would give lower a ura y than the within-image situation, sin e di eren es a ross images would make
generalization more diÆ ult.
Thus, our se ond experiment fo used on how naive
Bayes generalizes over aspe t. Re all from Table 1
that we had images from two aspe ts (i.e., nadir and
oblique) and from three lo ations. This let us train
the algorithm on an image from one aspe t and test
the learned lassi er on an image from another aspe t but from the same lo ation. As an example,
for the nadir aspe t, we hose Image 1 and then
tested on Image 2, whi h is an oblique image of the
same lo ation. We ran naive Bayes in this manner
using the images from ea h lo ation, while varying
the ost parameter and measuring its true positive
and false positive rates. We then averaged these
measures a ross the three lo ations and plotted the
results as ROC urves, as shown in Figure 3. The

areas under these urves and their 95% on den e
intervals appear in Table 3.
One obvious on lusion is that the nadir images appear to pose an easier problem than the oblique images, sin e the urves for testing on nadir andidates
are generally higher than those for testing on data
from oblique images. For example, Table 3 shows
that naive Bayes generates a urve with an area of
0.878 for the nadir images, but produ es one with
an area of 0.842 for the oblique images. In ontrast,
the Budds lassi er gives an area of 0.837 for the
nadir ondition and 0.831 for the oblique ondition.
Table 3: Approximate areas under the ROC urves,
along with 95% on den e intervals, for naive
Bayes and Budds when generalizing a ross aspe t
(A), generalizing a ross lo ation (L), and generalizing within an image (W). The labels `nadir' and
`oblique' indi ate the testing ondition.
Naive Bayes

Budds

(A)

Nadir
Oblique

0.8780.042 0.8370.085
0.8420.063 0.8310.068

(L)

Nadir
Oblique

0.9010.079 0.8370.085
0.8310.067 0.8310.068

(W)

Nadir
Oblique

0.9000.012 0.8370.085
0.8510.022 0.8310.068

3.4 Generalization Over Lo ation
A similar study examined generalization over lo ation. To this end, we trained naive Bayes on pairs
of images from one aspe t and tested on the third
image from the same aspe t. As an example, for the
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Figure 3: ROC urves for the experiment that tested generalization over aspe t. For ea h lo ation, we
trained a lassi er on the oblique image and tested it on the nadir image (left), then reversed the pro edure
by training on nadir images and testing on oblique ones (right).
nadir images, one of the three learning runs involved
training on rooftop andidates from Images 1 and 3,
then testing on andidates from Image 5. We then
ran ea h of the algorithms a ross a range of osts,
measuring the false positive and true positive rates.
We plotted the averages of these measures a ross all
three learning runs for one aspe t in an ROC urve,
as shown in Figure 4.
In this ontext, we again see eviden e that the
oblique images presented a more diÆ ult re ognition task than the nadir aspe t, sin e the oblique
areas are less than those for the nadir images. Comparing the behavior of the various methods, Table 3
shows that, for the nadir aspe t, naive Bayes performs somewhat better than the Budds lassi er,
whi h give areas of 0.901 and 0.837, respe tively.
When generalizing over lo ation on the oblique images, naive Bayes and the Budds lassi er produ ed
ROC urves with equal areas of 0.831.
Re all that we also anti ipated generalizing a ross
images would give lower a ura ies than generalizing within images. To test this hypothesis, we must
ompare the results from these experiments with
those from the within-image experiments in Table 2.
Simple al ulation shows that, for the within-image
ondition, naive Bayes produ ed an average ROC
area of 0.9 for the nadir images and 0.851 for the
oblique images. Thus, the results are not entirely
onsistent with our predi tion, sin e naive Bayes did
equally well when generalizing over lo ation for the
nadir image.

1994) suggest that this indu tion method a hieves
high a ura y from relatively few training ases. To
see if similar e e ts held for rooftop lassi ation,
we arried out a nal study in whi h we systematially varied the number of training ases available to
the algorithm. Here we used the rooftop andidates
available from all six images, again splitting the data
into training (60%) and test (40%) sets, but further
dividing the training set randomly into ten subsets
(10%, 20%, : : :, 100%). We ran naive Bayes on ea h
training subset and evaluated the resulting lassi ers
on the reserved test data, averaging our results over
25 separate training/test splits.
Figure 5 shows the resulting learning urve, ea h
point of whi h orresponds to the average area under the ROC urve for a given number of training
ases. The graph also in ludes a at urve for the
Budds lassi er, sin e it involves no training and we
simply applied it to the same test set for ea h number of training ases. Naturally, the naive Bayesian
lassi er improves with in reasing amounts of training data. More important, its performan e ex eeds
that for Budds almost from the start, after observing only 10% of the training data (less than the number of andidates from one image) and levels o after pro essing 30% of the ases. Not only did naive
Bayes outperform Budds and other indu tion methods, but it was able to a omplish this feat using
very little of the available training data.

3.5 Rates of Learning

The experiments above showed that a learned
Bayesian lassi er typi ally outperforms the handrafted Budds lassi er, that the learning method
generalizes a ross both aspe t and lo ation, and that
it a hieves good results from little training data.
But these results relied on an intera tive s heme in

We were also interested in naive Bayes' behavior as it
pro essed in reasing amounts of training data. Both
theoreti al analyses (Langley et al., 1992) and experimental results in other domains (Langley & Sage,
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Figure 4: ROC urves for the experiment that tested generalization over lo ation. For ea h pair of images
with the nadir aspe t, we trained on that pair and tested on the third nadir image (left), then applied the
same methodology to images with the oblique aspe t (right).
whi h a human labeled the andidates generated by
Budds, and the studies left unanswered some entral questions about the role of the developer in this
pro ess. We now present some more re ent experiments that dire tly address the intera tive aspe ts
of our framework, in parti ular the reliablity of labeling de isions and the potential for redu ing the
number of rooftop andidates that one must label.

4.1 Consisten y of Human Labeling
We developed the intera tive labeling software to
provide lassi ed ases for training and testing. As
des ribed in Se tion 2, this interfa e presents the
user with andidates (appearing as highlighted parallelograms in the image), ea h of whi h he must
label as a roof or nonroof. This task seems straightforward, but the omplex shape of some buildings,
the existen e of similar andidates, and the sheer
length of a labeling session an all introdu e subje tivity and un ertainty into user de isions. This
raises questions about labeling onsisten y, and thus
about the reliability of our results, both a ross different users and within a single user.
To address this issue, we examined the results of
the labeling pro ess in some detail. We ombined
re ords of labeling de isions made by one team member (Maloof) with more re ent re ordings from another member (Ali), who labeled the same andidates in two separate sessions. Our omparisons foused on Images 1 and 2 from Table 1, whi h onstituted nadir and oblique views of the same Fort Hood
lo ation. Our aim was to understand how onsistent
these users were at labeling rooftop andidates and
to understand the e e ts of their disagreement on
the behavior of learned lassi ers.
Our initial analysis examined onsisten y in the labeling de isions made by the two users. To this end,

we generated a onfusion matrix for their de isions
that in luded the number of items they agreed were
roofs or nonroofs, as well as the number one lassied as a roof and the other as a nonroof. Table 4
shows the onfusion matrix between Maloof's and
Ali's labels on Image 1. If we treat the Maloof labels as orre t, then Ali had 69% true positive andidates (whi h they agreed were roofs) and a 6%
false negative rate (whi h Ali labeled as nonroofs
and Maloof as roofs). Treating the Ali labels as orre t gives nearly the same rates, and both points
fall just above the naive Bayes urve for Image 1 in
Figure 2. In other words, Maloof and Ali were little
better at predi ting ea h other's labels than was the
naive Bayesian lassi er, and we found qualitatively
similar results for Image 2. This suggests that the
learning method may be doing as well as one an
reasonably expe t, onsidering the apparent unreliability of human labelers.
Table 4: Confusion matrix for two users (Maloof and
Ali) on Image 1.
Maloof
Roof
Maloof
Nonroof

Ali
Roof

Ali
Nonroof

134

61

63

921

In our se ond analysis, we examined the onsisten y
within a single human labeler (Ali) a ross two different sessions on Image 1. Table 5 presents the
resulting onfusion matrix. If we treat Ali1 as orre t, then Ali2 has an 86% true positive rate and
a 5% false negative rate. These numbers are mu h
better than the between-user rates, but they are not
as high as one might hope given a single labeler.
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Figure 5: Learning urve for naive Bayes (left), plotting area under the ROC urve against size of the training
set, averaged over 25 runs on data from all six images, and (right) ROC urves produ ed by training and
testing naive Bayes on rooftops labeled by two users in three separate sessions, along with the urve for the
Budds lassi er.
Overall, these analyses suggest that the task of labeling rooftop andidates is a diÆ ult one, and that
the naive Bayesian lassi er is doing fairly well given
the inherent noise in its data.
We also wanted to study the e e ts of labeler differen es on the behavior of learned lassi ers, so we
turned again to ROC analysis. Figure 5 shows four
ROC urves for Image 1, one for naive Bayes trained
and tested on andidates labeled by Maloof, two for
naive Bayes using labels from separate sessions by
Ali, and the last for the Budds lassi er tested on
Maloof labels. As before, we used 60% of the labeled
andidates for training and the rest as test ases, using a variety of ost oeÆ ients during testing. We
repeated this pro ess over ten random training/test
partitions to obtain average values.
Table 5: Confusion matrix for di erent sessions (Ali1
and Ali2 ) of one user on Image 1.
Ali1
Roof
Ali1
Nonroof

Ali2
Roof

Ali2
Nonroof

167

28

49

935

The gure's most striking aspe t is the rough similarity of the three learned urves when ontrasted
with the urve for Budds. This suggests that, despite apparent variations in labeling de isions both
between and within users, we an remain on dent
in our general results. However, there are some important di eren es. For instan e, to a hieve a 90%
true positive rate, one must tolerate a false positive
rate of 28% for Image 1 andidates that Ali labeled

in his se ond session. In ontrast, a hieving this 90%
level requires a 30% false positive rate for Maloof labels and 42% false positives for labels produ ed in
Ali's rst session. Thus, the labeled andidates from
some sessions are more diÆ ult for naive Bayes to
master than those from others.

4.2 A tive Learning for Redu ed Labeling
Another of our on erns entered on the arduous
and lengthy nature of the intera tive labeling proedure. Although we were able to label all 17,829
rooftop andidates for our initial studies in around
ve hours, this study involved only six images. For
intera tive labeling to play a pra ti al role in developing future vision systems, whi h would involve
training on many more images, we must nd some
way to redu e the labeler's e ort. But re all that the
learning urve for naive Bayes in Se tion 3 showed
the method rea hing reasonable levels after seeing
only a fra tion of the training data.
This observation suggested that we modify the labeling interfa e to present andidate rooftops more
sele tively. In response, we augmented the software
to update the naive Bayesian summaries after ea h
newly labeled ase, then used the revised lassi er
to de ide whether to present the next andidate for
labeling. In parti ular, the system showed the user
only those ases about whi h it was un ertain, that
is, on whi h the probability of the most likely lass
fell below a ertain level. This approa h is similar in
aims and method to work on a tive learning (e.g.,
Cohn, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1996), whi h is also
motivated by domains with high labeling osts.
One design de ision that arose in modifying the interfa e on erned the un ertainty threshold. To better understand naive Bayes' behavior, we plotted
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Figure 6: Distribution of a tual rooftops (left) in the test set as a fun tion of p(roof) and distribution of
a tual nonroofs (right) as a fun tion of p(nonroof).
its distribution of errors on earlier runs as a fun tion of lassi ation on den e, or the maximum of
p(roof ) and p(nonroof ). For example, the left portion of Figure 6 shows the distribution for p(roof )
that naive Bayes produ ed for test ases that were
a tually roofs.
This distribution is surprising on two ounts. First,
the lassi er was mu h more ertain about many
predi tions than we expe ted, with 60% re eiving a
probability above 0.9. Se ond, some 20% of the andidates re eived near-zero probabilities, even though
they re e ted a tual rooftops, whereas very few
ases fell in the middle range. The pattern repeats
for the nonroof ases and the nonroof predi tions, as
the right part of the gure reveals. This has unfortunate onsequen es for any s heme that asso iates
high on den e with lower error, as seems natural
in an a tive learning s enario. The bimodal distribution means that p(nonroof ) will be near 1.0 for
many a tual roofs and that p(roof ) will approa h
1.0 for many nonroof ases.
Figure 7 presents the resulting distribution of errors as a fun tion of p(roof ). The graph shows that
if p(nonroof ) is near to 1.0, then the error rate is
quite low, but that errors are more ommon when
p(roof ) is near 1.0. Based on this observation, we
de ided to implement an assymetri al form of a tive
learning in whi h the interfa e withheld andidates
from the user only when p(nonroof ) was high, but
whi h presented any ases that the urrent lassier would label as a roof. We sele ted the threshold
p(nonroof ) > 0:9, sin e al ulations showed that
this level would in ur only ve per ent errors.
Another design de ision on erned the number of
ases the interfa e should olle t before a tive learning takes over. Sin e rooftops are both rare and more
important, it seemed prudent to require the system
to pro ess a ertain minimum number of rooftops

seen before this o urred, whereas introdu ing su h
a threshold for nonrooftops seemed less important.
Preliminary studies suggested 30 as a good threshold
for the minimum number of rooftops, whi h represents 15% of the rooftops in Image 1.
Naturally, we wanted to examine the e e t of embedding a tive learning in the intera tive labeling
system. We hoped that this modi ation would redu e labeling e ort substantially but ause little redu tion in the learned lassi er's performan e, so
we used the number of labeled ases and ROC areas
as our dependent measures. We were interested in
omparing a passive learning s enario, in whi h the
interfa e asked the user to label all training ases,
with an a tive learning situation, in whi h the system presented only those ases about whi h it was
un ertain.
As usual, we wanted to average over di erent runs
but, for a tive learning, this would mean asking the
user to revisit the interfa e many times to olle t
reliable results. Instead, we simulated this experimental ondition by reusing labels the user generated in the passive ondition. That is, the human
rst labeled all rooftop andidates from a given image and, for a given run with passive learning, we
divided these data into separate training and test
sets. Next, for ea h step in the orresponding run
with a tive learning, the system sele ted an un ertain training ase and assigned it the same label as
it re eived in the rst ondition. This s heme had
the added advantage that it redu ed varian e due to
within-user in onsisten y.
For ea h run in ea h ondition, we used the learned
Bayesian lassi er to lassify the same test ases, all
of whi h were labeled by the same user. As before,
we invoked these lassi ers with varying osts to obtain ROC urves and their asso iated areas, and we
averaged over ten di erent partitions of the data into
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Figure 7: Test error rate for the naive Bayesian lassi er as a fun tion of p(roof ).
training and test sets. We arried out this experimental pro edure for Images 1 and 2 from Table 1.
Figure 8 presents the ROC urves for Image 1. The
key result is that we obtained very similar urves
when the user (Ali) labeled all training ases and
when the simulated user labeled only about 35% of
the rooftop andidates. Thus, a tive learning redu ed the user's labeling e ort by two-thirds on this
image with little redu tion in lassi ation performan e. In fa t, the area under the passive learning
urve is 0.866 and that for a tive learning is 0.849, so
the latter omes to 98% of the former. Both urves
are substantially better than that for the Budds
lassi er, whi h had 0.717 for its area.
We an also use the ROC urves to determine the
per entage of false positives (nonroofs lassi ed as
roofs) that one must tolerate to nd a given per entage of the rooftops. For example, to dete t 90% of
the roofs, the lassi er built through passive learning mislabels 42% of the nonroofs, the a tive-learned
lassi er mislabels 50%, and the Budds lassi er
some 82% of them. From this perspe tive, presenting only 33% of the rooftops andidates to the human labeler in urs an extra 8% false positive rate.
Figure 8 also shows orresponding results on Image 2. This oblique image is more diÆ ult be ause
Budds' uses features that favor rooftop andidates
with orners lose to 90 degrees. The areas under the
ROC urve are less than they were for their analogs
on Image 1, but again we nd similar results for
passive learning (0.791) and a tive learning (0.775).
On this image, the sele tive interfa e presented only
24% of the rooftop andidates, an even greater savings than on the rst one. Inspe tion of the ROC
urves shows that a tive learning does slightly worse
than passive learning in part of the spa e, but overall the two urves are diÆ ult to distinguish, giving
further eviden e that a tive learning is e e tive.

The relationship between image pro essing and mahine learning has a long history. Indeed, resear h
on pattern re ognition has assumed for de ades that
learning an ontribute to the reation of robust
re ognizers, and more re ent work on `appearan ebased' vision often takes a similar attitude (Nayar &
Poggio, 1996). The ombination of ma hine learning
with multi-level omputer vision systems has been
less ommon, but Bowyer et al. (1994) review some
work along these lines, most of whi h addresses the
a quisition of 2D or 3D models for obje t lasses.
In ontrast, our approa h uses ma hine indu tion to
improve the reliability of de isions within an existing image understanding system. One other e ort
that shares this goal is reported by Draper (1996),
who also fo uses on re ognizing rooftops and other
obje ts in aerial images. His formulation relies on reinfor ement learning to assign redit in a multi-stage
re ognition system similar to Budds, ombined with
ba kpropagation in neural networks to learn when
to sele t alternative operators. The most important
di eren e between our frameworks is that Draper
hopes to eliminate user intera tion by automating
the assignment of redit, whereas our s heme assumes ontinuing relian e on a human expert while
trying to minimize demands on his time. However,
the two approa hes are not mutually ex lusive, and a
ombined framework ould well inherit bene ts from
both parents.
Although our experimental studies have lari ed the
potential for ma hine learning, ombined with intera tive labeling, to produ e more robust vision
systems, there remain many avenues for future resear h. One natural dire tion would involve modifying the learning algorithm to further improve the
pro ess of rooftop re ognition. Previous resear h
has shown that, when the predi tive attributes are
not normally distributed, one an improve the naive
Bayesian lassi er by using kernel estimators (John
& Langley, 1995) or by dis retizing their values. Automati feature sele tion an also give substantial
improvements in some domains (Langley & Sage,
1994). Moreover, this latter te hnique holds promise
as a development tool that would let resear hers
evaluate the usefulness of new features for use in
building re ognition.
However, a more fundamental issue on erns extending our approa h to other levels of the Budds software. As we noted in Se tion 2, the system makes
earlier de isions about whi h jun tions, parallels,
and U onstru ts to pass on to the rooftop stage,
and also takes steps after this level. Ea h stage holds
potential for improvement through ma hine learning, and we intend to adapt our intera tive labeling
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Figure 8: ROC urves for passive and a tive learning on the nadir Image 1 (left) and the oblique Image 2
(right). The `passive learning' urves orrespond to runs in whi h the user labeled the entire training set. The
`a tive learning' urves ome from runs in whi h the interfa e sele ted un ertain training ases for labeling
and ignored the rest. The other urves represent the Budds lassi er.
software to operate at these other levels. One goal
for su h learning is to redu e Budds' omplexity by
removing poor andidates before it aggregates them
into larger stru tures. More important, we know the
system misses some rooftops be ause it never generates their omponents. We suspe t that, by moving
onstraints on andidate generation into the ltering
step, whi h an then be learned, we an redu e su h
omissions without in reasing omputational ost.
In the longer term, we hope to modify Budds to
in orporate our software for learning and intera tive labeling. Our intent is to support in remental
improvement of the vision system as it en ounters
new images that ause it diÆ ulty. When noting
that the system fails to re ognize a building or infers an imaginary one, the user would intera tively
tra e its reasoning to assign blame to some parti ular inferen e step, then provide the orre t labels for
use in learning at that de ision point. Su h knowledge re nement would seem ne essary to maintain
any large-s ale system for image understanding.
In summary, our studies have shown that ma hine
learning an improve the behavior of an existing image understanding system, and that intera tive labeling an play a important role in that pro ess. We
also showed en ouraging results about the ability of
learning to generalize a ross images and about the
potential for a tive learning to redu e the e ort of
labeling training ases. Considerable work remains
to be done, in luding the extension of intera tive
labeling and learning to other stages of Budds, but
that does not minimize the progress to date. We anti ipate that ma hine learning will ome to o upy
an in reasingly entral pla e in the development and
maintenan e of software for omputer vision.
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